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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which filter type will you use for all nontransit networks running BGP with multiple, peering,
autonomous systems?
A. a BGP filter to prevent locally originated routes from being transmitted to both peering
autonomous systems
B. an IGP filter to prevent internal routes from being transmitted to outside autonomous
systems
C. a BGP route count filter to prevent the nontransit network routing tables from becoming
overwhelmed
D. a BGP filter to prevent routes learned from one peer from being readvertised to the other
peer
Answer: D
Explanation:
Section: (none)
Explanation/Reference:

NEW QUESTION: 2
A. Nexus
B. ISR G2
C. UCM
D. ASA CX
Answer: D
Explanation:
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/security/asacx/92/user/guide/b_User_Guide_for_ASA_CX_and_PRSM_9_2/prsm-ug-intro.html

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which two options are multicast addresses? (Choose two.)
A. 240.1.0.1
B. 192.168.2.2
C. FF05::2
D. 226.10.10.10

E. FD00::2
Answer: C,D

NEW QUESTION: 4
A. AssemblyDelaySignAttribute
B. AssemblyVersionAttribute
C. AssemblyCompanyAttribute
D. AssemblyProductAttribute
E. AssemblyCultureAttribute
Answer: B,E
Explanation:
Explanation
The AssemblyName object contains information about an assembly, which you can use to bind
to that assembly. An assembly's identity consists of the following:
Simple name.
Version number.
Cryptographic key pair.
Supported culture.
D: AssemblyCultureAttribute
Specifies which culture the assembly supports.
The attribute is used by compilers to distinguish between a main assembly and a satellite
assembly. A main assembly contains code and the neutral culture's resources. A satellite
assembly contains only resources for a particular culture, as in
[assembly:AssemblyCultureAttribute("de")] E: AssemblyVersionAttribute Specifies the version
of the assembly being attributed.
The assembly version number is part of an assembly's identity and plays a key part in binding
to the assembly and in version policy.
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